CONTROLLED

Pioneer Accessory Arm - 43137B 43138B
Important:

Please read these instructions carefully prior to installation.
Please refer to your fitting instruction to ensure that the roof racks are installed in the
correct locations.
Check the contents of kit before commencing fitment and report any discrepancies.
Place these instructions in the vehicle’s glove box after installation is complete.

Layout:

IMPORTANT Care Instruction:
Thoroughly clean roof tray prior to fitting accessory. PLEASE READ THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FITTING.

Important Information
Note: Please refer to your vehicle manufacturers handbook for maximum roof load capacity, always
use the lower of the two figures.

43137B compatibility (4 plank trays)
4x100B

Recommendations: It is essential that all bolt connections be checked after driving a short distance when you first install your crossbars. Bolt connections should be checked and lubricated at
regular intervals (probably once a week is enough, depending on road conditions, usage, loads and
distances travelled). You should also check the crossbars each time they are refitted. Make sure to
fasten your load securely. Please ensure that all loads are evenly distributed and that the centre of
gravity is kept as low as possible.
Crossbars must be removed when putting vehicle through an automatic car wash.

4x102B
4x107B
4x109B

43138B compatibility (5 plank trays)
4x101B
4x103B
4x104B

Use only non-stretch fastening ropes or straps.
Caution: The handling characteristics of the vehicle changes when you transport a load on the roof.
For safety reasons we recommend you exercise extreme care when transporting wind-resistant
loads. Special consideration must be taken into account when cornering and braking.
Off-road Load Rating:
When crossbars are to be used in off-road conditions, please build a safety factor of 1.5 into this load
limit for off-road use. Although the crossbars are tested and approved to AS1235-2000, off-road conditions can be much more rigorous. However, increasing the number of crossbars does not increase
the vehicles maximum permissible roof loading.
Note for Dealers and Fitters:
It is your responsibility to ensure instructions are given to the end user or client.

4x105B
4x108B
4x110B
4x111B
4x112B
4x113B
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Pioneer Accessory Arm - 43137B 43138B
Item

Component Name

Qty

1a
1b
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7
8
9

Accessory Arm 1360mm
Accessory Arm 1220mm
M6 x 16 Security Screws
M6 Spring Washer
M6 Flat Washer
M6 Channnel Nut
End Cap
Vortex Generating Strip
5mm Allen Key
Instructions

2
2
8-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
4
7
1
1

1

Layout:
A623
A622

1a 1b.
2.
3.
4.

B061
W004
W003
N002

8.

M710
M626

7.

SECKEY-S
R451

5.
6.

Install all security screws using spring washers,
flat washers and channel nuts. Finger tighten.
43137B 4 Security Screws
43138B 5 Security Screws

*Note:
Items 1a and 1b sold as separate. Hardware provided in
kits will vary according to the bar selected when
purchasing.

Tools Required:
Allen Key (provided)
Install the End Caps

2

3

Slide the Pioneer Accessory Arm assembly into the Pioneer Tray. Place the channel nuts into the cut outs at
the end of the tray. Slide to desired location.

Make sure the channel nut is located across
the plank as shown.

4

Install Vortex Rubber. Check all fittings are
secure before use.

Accessory Arm

Channel Nut
Pioneer Plank

Side View
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